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Community in Mourning over Death of MKHS Alumnus

MOURNING A FRIEND After a tragic accident, which resulted in the death of Kevin La, friends and family memorialize him using social media.
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La’s family and friends also set up a
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A graduate of Mark Keppel High La’s family and friends also shared photos fundraiser with the website Giveforward
On Nov. 11, friends and family mem- School (MKHS), La was a student at Cal to further reminisce the times they shared to help pay for funeral expenses. Donors
contributed a grand total of $10,663 to the
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cause. The creators of the page encourloss of 19 year-old Kevin La, who died in
a hiking accident at Hermit Falls, a hiking ternity, the Alpha Phi Omega, held a can- just brighten your day,” senior Henry Yu, aged others to bring joy and happiness to
dlelight vigil on Nov. 18; a second vigil La’s cousin, said. “He motivated every- others as La had done.
trail in Arcadia, California.
“He will forever be cherished in our
According to KTLA News, cliff jump- was later held at MKHS’ football field on one and his smile could make you happy
even when you were down.”
memories and forever live on in our
ing is a popular pastime at Hermit Falls Nov. 22.
His family and friends created a FaceAn open-casket viewing was held on hearts. Remember him for all the joy that
that many hikers partake in. La was hiking with several friends at the Angeles book page, “RIP Kevin La,” in order Nov. 24 at the Rose Hills Memorial Park he has brought,” the page description
National Forest when they decided to “to honor [their] dearly beloved friend and Mortuary, which was a public event said. “Cherish the loved ones in your life
jump into the water below. La was the and brother” and unify a community in that accommodated the large amount of now and do what Kevin did to us; bring
sixth to jump; however, when he surfaced mourning. The page received over 2,000 attendees. The funeral took place the fol- them joy and happiness.”

Online Activities’ Recycling Effort: Not a Cure to All Environmental Problems
Influence on
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of recycling began to arise in 1996 when
New York Times journalist John Tierney
stated that “recycling is garbage.”
“Rinsing out tuna cans and tying up
newspapers may make you feel virtuous,
but recycling could be America’s most
wasteful activity,” Tierney said.
A considerable amount of resources are
used to transport billions of bottles to the
site of recycling. Once the bottles are broken down to be reused, manufacturers are
typically unable to build a bottle out of
recycled plastic alone. The average plastic
bottle made from recycled materials contains more virgin plastic, which is plastic
that has never been recycled before, than
anything else. This partially negates the
benefits of going green.
The energy and money required to recycle, through labor and transportation, is

“We can just use [fewer] bottles. There
are so many [reusable] bottles for sale; buying one of those can replace many plastic
bottles,” ERAS Vice President Marilyn
Bach said.
According to HowStuffWorks, of the 10
percent of bottles that do get recycled each
year, they do not offset the energy consumed and pollution produced by the original manufacturing and transportation process. There are a diversity of materials that
are difficult to sort, according to Columbia
University’s Earth Institute. For this reason,
many companies choose to throw away recyclable materials instead of sorting them.
Recycling is healthier for the environment than simply landfilling, but current
plans for recycling might not be energy or
cost effective.
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In light of college apps season, the New
York Times wrote an article about a high
school senior who attended a Bowdoin College information session last year. Later, she
was rejected after admissions officers found
her social media account, in which she belittled fellow attendees at the presentation.
It is not uncommon for college admissions to use social media outlets to filter applicants based on their posts, GPA and other
information. About 80 percent of college
admissions officers consider students partly
based on their activity on social media accounts, according to a 2012 Kaplan survey
of college admissions officers.
However, others argue that this is an inaccurate way of judging students.
“Looking at someone’s Facebook profile
won’t always give an accurate depiction
of a person. As long as the student shows
promising academic standings and expresses a desire to learn, they should be given a
chance to attend the university,” sophomore
Ivy Kwok said.
Students who know about admission officers checking their social media accounts
have the option of keeping their accounts
private, though some students can take advantage of admission officers viewing their
profiles. For example, students can post pictures of their academic achievements.
“I see no real reason to be afraid of this.
[H]aving an online presence is important
because it reflects that we are ‘social,’” senior Jeffrey Lee said.
According to the website About, students
are suggested to monitor their online activity more closely should admissions officers
find their accounts.

In the 1980s, people became increasingly aware of the effects of garbage and
pollution on the environment. The three
big R’s, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle, were
introduced as the main concept of the conservation effort to make the planet greener.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency, recycling creates more job
opportunities and is more cost effective
than trash collection. Recycling reduces
the need for landfills and decreases the
greenhouse gas emissions. It also supplies
raw material to be reused and saves energy.
There will also be more natural resources
available for future generations.
“Recycling is effective, and if more
people did it, we would benefit from [on
a larger] scale,” environmental science
teacher Daniel Hyke said. “[For example],

